This paper presents a new face verification algorithm based on Gabor wavelets and AdaBoost. In the algorithm, faces are represented by Gabor wavelet features generated by Gabor wavelet transform. Gabor wavelets with 5 scales and 8 orientations are chosen to form a family of Gabor wavelets. By convolving face images with these 40 Gabor wavelets, the original images are transformed into magnitude response images of Gabor wavelet features. The Ad-aBoost algorithm selects a small set of significant features from the pool of the Gabor wavelet features. Each feature is the basis for a weak classifier which is trained with face images taken from the XM2VTS database. The feature with the lowest classification error is selected in each iteration of the AdaBoost operation. We also address issues regarding computational costs in feature selection with AdaBoost. A support vector machine (SVM) is trained with examples of 20 features, and the results have shown a low false positive rate and a low classification error rate in face verification.
Introduction
The task of face verification is to verify a claimed identity by comparing a claimed image of the individual with other images belonging to the individual in a database. A set of images is divided into classes which are either clients or impostors. A client is a registered person with claimed identity. Impostors are all other persons except of the client. The face verification process consists of two phases: feature selection and classification. Feature selection not only reduces the dimension of the data, but also makes verification more accurate. Classification verifies a new face image as a client or an impostor. In this paper, we present a novel face verification algorithm based on Gabor wavelets and AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting).
The Gabor wavelets perform desirable characteristics of spatial locality and orientation selectivity. In [8, 10, 11] , it has been declared that the Gabor wavelet representation of face images is robust against variations due to illumination and facial expression changes. Two-dimensional Gabor wavelets were introduced by Daugman [1] for human iris recognition. Lades et al. [4] employed Gabor wavelets for face recognition using the Dynamic Link Architecture (DLA) framework. Wiskott et al. [14] expanded on DLA by developing a Gabor wavelet-based Elastic Bunch Graph Matching (EBGM) algorithm to label and recognise human faces. Liu and Wechsler [6] applied the Enhanced Fisher linear discriminant Model (EFM) to an augmented Gabor feature vector derived from the Gabor wavelet representation of face images. Wu et al. [15] used a boosting algorithm for glass detection by applying two types of wavelet features, Haar and Gabor, and the results have shown that the Gabor performed better than the Haar. AdaBoost was formulated by Freund and Schapire [2] . It is a relatively efficient, simple, and easy learning strategy for improving the performance of classification algorithms. It was first applied to face detection by Viola and Jones [13] to select Haar wavelet features and train a cascade of classifiers.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we describe the Gabor wavelet features. In section 3, the AdaBoost algorithm for feature selection is given. The experimental method of classification and results are shown in section 4. Section 5 gives the conclusions.
Gabor Wavelet
where z = (x, y) is the point with the horizontal coordinate x and the vertical coordinate y. The parameters μ and ν define the orientation and scale of the Gabor kernel, · denotes the norm operator, and σ is related to the standard derivation of the Gaussian window in the kernel and determines the ratio of the Gaussian window width to the wave-length. The wave vector k μ,ν is defined as follows
where k ν = kmax f ν and φ μ = πμ 8 if 8 different orientations have been chosen. k max is the maximum frequency, and f ν is the spatial frequency between kernels in the frequency domain.
In our approach, five different scales and eight orientations of Gabor wavelets were used, i.e., ν ∈ {0, . . . , 4}, and μ ∈ {0, . . . , 7}. Gabor wavelets were chosen with related to σ = 2π, k max = π 2 , and f = √ 2 [14, 6, 5, 15] . The Gabor wavelet representation O μ,ν (z) is the convolution of the image I(z) with a family of Gabor kernels ψ μ,ν (z). The response O μ,ν (z) to each Gabor kernel is a complex function, so that the magnitude response O μ,ν (z) is used to represent the features. Therefore, a Gabor wavelet feature j is configured by the three key parameters: position z, orientation μ, and scale ν, defined as
AdaBoost
For a given image I(z) with M ×N pixels, the number of Gabor wavelet features is of the order of M × N × 40. They reside in a very high dimensional space which is 40 times larger than the original image space. We use AdaBoost to select significant features from the pool of Gabor wavelet features, hence to reduce the dimension.
The algorithm of AdaBoost is presented in Table 1 . It maintains a probability distribution of weights ω t over the training set. The initial weight ω 1,i for each example is given according to the proportion of client's examples to impostors' examples. All weights within the same class (either client or impostor) are set equally. In the course of iteration, the value of error ε j varies in each iteration with updated weights ω t,i . In the step 4 of Table 1 , the updating of the weights is controlled by two parameters: β t and e i . The parameter β t is determined by the lowest error ε t in iteration t. For preventing the loss of any generality, the weak classifier h t has better classification performance than random guessing [2] . This requires ε t < 1/2. It is because if a classifier performs in random guessing, statistically the classification error ε is equal to or greater than 1/2. By employing this concept, the computational cost can be reduced (see Section 4) . According to Equation (4), when the lowest error ε t in each iteration is less than 1/2, obviously β t will be less than 1. Therefore, in step 4, if example x i is classified correctly, the weight ω t+1,i for the next iteration is decreased. If example x i is misclassified, ω t+1,i remains constant. At the beginning of iteration t + 1, the weights are normalised and kept as a distribution i.e., n i=1 ω t,i = 1. Therefore, the ratio of allocated weights corresponding to each example remain unchanged. In general, the weights are decreased or increased over time relatively, not absolutely. Each Gabor wavelet feature j corresponds to a weak classifier h j . A Linear Fisher Discriminant (LFD) classifier is adopted as the weak classifier in feature selection. It determines the optimal threshold for the classification function, such that the minimum number of examples is misclassified. The final strong classifier H takes the form of a combination of weighted weak classifiers h t followed by a threshold. In each iteration of training, one feature is selected by choosing the corresponding weak classifier which has the lowest error in each iteration. 
is the data of the ith example, and y i = 0, 1 for impostors and clients respectively.
* Initialize weights ω 1,i = 1/2m, 1/2l for y i = 0, 1 respectively, where m and l are the number of impostors and clients respectively.
ωt,i so that ω t is a probability distribution.
2. For each feature j, train a classifier h j which uses a single feature. The error is evaluated with respect to ω t , ε j = i ω t,i |h j (x i ) − y i | 2 .
3. Choose the classifier h t , with the lowest error ε t .
4. Update the weights:
where e i = 0 if example x i is classified correctly, e i = 1 otherwise, and β t = εt 1−εt . * The final strong classifier is the combination of classifiers with the lowest error found in each iteration.
where α t = log 1 βt
Experiments and Results
The XM2VTS database [7] is used in the experiments for feature selection, classifier training, and testing. XM2VTS contains 295 subjects consisting of 200 clients and 95 impostors with 8 up-right and frontal view face images per subject. The database was divided into 2 sets: training set and testing set. The training set is used to select features and train a classifier, which includes the first 4 images of each client. The testing set is used to evaluate the algorithm performance, which includes the other 4 images of each client, and 8 images of each impostor. There are 2360 images in the database: 800 for training, and 1560 for testing. All images were captured with moderate difference in illumination, expressions and facial details. Using the manually detected centres of the two eyes on each face image, all images are properly rotated, translated, segmented and scaled to fit a grid size of 25×24. A similar approach has been used in [3, 12] 
Feature Selection
Each image is convolved with 40 Gabor wavelets according to Equation (1) Table 1 ) trains weak classifiers corresponding to each feature from all 24,000 features. One hypothesis [2] for AdaBoost is that if each weak classifier is slightly better than random guessing, the error of the final classifier drops down exponentially. The hypothesis requires the error ε t (in Table1) from each weak classifier be less than 1/2, if the weak classifier can contribute to the performance of the final classifier. In our experiment, AdaBoost training excludes those classifiers whose errors are equal or greater than 1/2. By applying this method, the computational costs are reduced greatly. Figure 1 . The selected features are randomly distributed in the face area rather than concentrated on some regions of the faces. The first Gabor wavelet feature for each client is varied with different position z, orientation μ, and scale ν. 
Classification
With the 20 Gabor wavelet features selected for each client, a face image is represented by a vector with 20 components. Classification is performed on the training set and the testing set by using a support vector machine (SVM) [9] for each client. The idea of SVM is to maximise the margin between classes and minimise a quantity proportional to the number of misclassification errors. Experiments were carried out on eight clients from the XM2VTS. A non-linear SVM classifier with a polynomial kernel of degree 3 is constructed from the 800 training examples, which are the first four images across all clients. The testing set is from the rest four images across all clients and the eight images across all impostors in XM2VTS. Table 2 shows the classification results from client 1 to client 8 (C1 to C8) with 1,560 testing examples (4 positive examples and 1,556 negative examples from 199 clients with 4 images and 95 impostors with 8 images per subject) in XM2VTS. By adjusting the bias of each SVM classifier for each client, the false positive rate is set to 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100%, and the corresponding classification error (Error rate) and false negative rates are presented. The optimal boundary for a SVM classifier gives a low error rate but a high false positive rate because the ratio between positive examples and negative examples remains unbalanced. Therefore, the decision surface gets close towards the actual boundary of the negative class, but far away from the place where the positive class resides in the feature space. Moreover, SVMs are only concerned with the trade off between margin and misclassification error, but not with the false positive rate. This leads the trained SVM classifiers having strong ability to recognise the negative examples, but relatively weak ability to recognise the positive examples. It also makes the false negative rate much closer to the classification error rate. By adjusting the bias of the SVM classifier, the false positive rate can be reduced, while the classification error rate will be increased, or vice versa, e.g. for client 4, the optimal boundary of the SVM classifier makes the false positive rate equal to 25%, and the error rate is 0.26%. However, when the bias of the classifier is decreased, no false positive is detected, and the error rate is increased to 2.95%. Table 2 shows that the classification to clients 1, 4 and 5 has better performance than to other clients. It indicates that the 20 selected features contribute well enough for some clients to verification, but they are not sufficient to verify some other clients e.g. clients 6 and 7. In this case, it may need more features selected by AdaBoost for client representation. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a new face verification algorithm is presented. Gabor wavelets extract features from original face images. AdaBoost selects the top 20 significant features which distinguish a specified client from other subjects in the face database. The experiment has been carried out on the XM2VTS face database. Based on 20 selected Gabor wavelet features, a SVM classifier is built up for each client for verification. By adjusting bias in SVMs, we achieved face verification in a low false positive rate and a low false negative rate empirically. Gabor wavelet transform reflects salient changes between pixels. This makes it robust against to illuminance changes between images. AdaBoost is a well known time consuming online learning algorithm. We reduced the computational costs by removing weak classifiers whose errors are larger than that of random guessing. In 20 iterations of AdaBoost learning, the computational time is reduced to 54.23% of the original time. The algorithm is tested on 8 clients from XM2VTS. Experimental results have proved that the developed algorithm presented in this paper has high accuracy for face verification.
